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The Legal Framework relating to the Right 

to get Water and The Recent Development 

 
PALLABI PAUL
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ABSTRACT 

In this paper, the author has made an attempt to highlight the aspects of Article 21 which 

includes the Right to water. As we know water is the most important of the elements of 

nature and is required for the survival of human life. Here a brief overview has been 

made with regards to Resolution 64/292 that is related to the liberty to drink water. 

Furthermore, an explanation has been made on the Right to water v. Right to clean 

water-A Fundamental Right along with Hohfeldian Analysis along with Judicial 

Pronouncement. 

Keywords: Water, freedom, right, disinfection, sterilization 

 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In India, the Right to water has been secured as key common freedom by the Indian Supreme 

Court as a component of the Right to Life ensured under Article 21 of the Indian constitution. 

The privilege of life has been extended altogether in the course of the most recent thirty years 

to incorporate the privilege to wellbeing and the privilege to a perfect domain that can 

incorporate the option to clean drinking water. In India, there have additionally been critical 

improvements in ensuring the Right to Food through legal mediation. The Right to Food has 

been explicitly implemented under the Right to Life ensured to all residents under Article 21 

of the Constitution by the Supreme Court of India1. By ensuring the privilege to food, the 

Indian Supreme  

Court not just gave an affirmation with regards to its justiciability, however through its 

requests moreover guided the state governments to decidedly give noontime suppers to kids 

in state schools and to execute food plans and this security of the privilege to food can be 

stretched out to ensure admittance to water under the insurance of the Right to Life. It's 

required to be expanded. On the off chance that insurance of rights means not just the 

negative security of infringement of rights, yet additionally sure security,  the option to water 

                                                      
1 Author is a student at Department of Law, Assam University Silchar, Assam, India. 
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can be stretched out not exclusively to imply that individuals ought not to be denied 

admittance to water yet additionally that in zones where no admittance to drinking water is 

given by the State, the protected Right to Life assurance would force an obligation on the 

State to decidedly give water.  

II. RESOLUTION 64/292 WITH REGARDS TO LIBERTY TO DRINK WATER 

Since the South African constitution as the South African Constitution explicitly 

certifications to residents the privilege of satisfactory food and water in its Bill of Rights. 28 

July 2010, through Resolution 64/292, the United Nations General Assembly unequivocally 

perceived the common freedom to water and sterilization and recognized that perfect drinking 

water and disinfection are basic to the acknowledgment of every basic liberty. The Resolution 

calls upon States and global associations to give money related assets, help limit building and 

innovation move to support nations, specifically creating nations, to give protected, spotless, 

available, and reasonable drinking water and disinfection for all. In November 2002, the 

Committee on Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights received General Comment No. 15 on 

the option to water. As per Article I.1, it provides that  "The basic fundamental liberty to 

water is crucial for continuing a daily existence in human respect. It is essential for the 

acknowledgment of other basic freedoms". Remark No. 15 additionally characterized the 

option to water as the privilege of everybody to adequate, sheltered, satisfactory, and 

genuinely available and moderate water for individual and homegrown employments.2 

III. COMMON LIBERTIES TO WATER AND SANITATION AND OBLIGATION OF 

STATES 

Admittance to water and sterilization are perceived by the United Nations as basic freedoms, 

mirroring the essential idea of these fundamentals in each individual's life. Absence of 

admittance to protected, adequate, and reasonable water, disinfection, and cleanliness offices 

devastatingly affects the wellbeing, respect, and success of billions of individuals, and has 

huge ramifications for the acknowledgment of other common freedoms.  

Individuals are rights-holders and States are obligation carriers of giving water and 

sterilization administrations. Rights-holders can guarantee their privileges and obligation 

carriers must ensure the rights to water and sterilization similarly and without segregation.3 

                                                      
2 The human rights to water and sanitation, International Decade for Action Water for Life 2005-

15https://www.un.org/waterforlifedecade/human_right_to_water.shtml accessed 8th Sep 2020 
3 The Right to 

Waterhttps://www.google.com/search?q=Common+liberties+to+Water+and+Sanitation+and+Obligation+of+St

ates&oq=Common+liberties+to+Water+and+Sanitation+and+Obligation+of+States&aqs=chrome..69i57.880j0j
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IV. DIFFICULTIES AND OPENINGS  

Global basic liberties law requests a particular spotlight on those individuals who don't 

completely make the most of their privileges, prompting expressly 'supportive of poor' 

advancement in numerous nations. It additionally requires a pledge to logically lessen 

disparities by handling the segregation and trashing that can prompt individuals being 

rejected from, or minimized according to, water and disinfection access.4 

The 'basic liberties based methodology' focuses on the correspondence among rights and 

commitments, giving a system to the Member States and different associations that intends to 

guarantee that regard for common freedoms are coordinated into advancement designs at all 

levels. The option to water qualifies everybody for approach adequate, protected, worthy, 

genuinely available, and moderate water for individual and homegrown use. The privilege to 

sterilization qualifies everybody for has physical and moderate admittance to disinfection, in 

all circles of life, that is protected, clean, secure, and socially and socially satisfactory and 

that gives security and guarantees respect.5 

Basic ingredients required to be considered  

"Adequate": The water flexibly for every individual must be adequate and ceaseless for 

individual and homegrown employments. These utilizations commonly incorporate drinking, 

individual sterilization, washing of garments, food arrangement, individual, and family unit 

cleanliness.  

"Safe": The water required for every close to home or homegrown utilized must be sheltered, 

consequently liberated from micro life forms, synthetic substances, and radiological dangers 

that establish a danger to an individual's wellbeing. Proportions of drinking-water wellbeing 

are generally characterized by public and additionally neighborhood norms for drinking-

water quality.6 

"Appropriate": Water is the most essential and is very close to home or homegrown use. All 

water offices and administrations must be socially fitting and touchy to sexual orientation, 

lifecycle, and protection prerequisites.  

"Truly available": Everyone has the privilege to a water and disinfection administration that 

is truly open inside, or in the prompt region of the family, instructive organization, work 

environment, or wellbeing establishment. The option to water qualify everybody for approach 

                                                                                                                                                                     
4&client=ms-android-asus-tpin&sourceid=chrome-mobile&ie=UTF-8 accessed 8th Sep 2020 
4 ibid 
5 ibid 
6 Supra note - 1 
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adequate, sheltered, satisfactory, genuinely available, and reasonable water for individual and 

homegrown use.  

The privilege of disinfection qualifies everybody to has physical and reasonable admittance 

to sterilization, in all circles of life, that is protected, clean, secure, and socially and socially 

adequate and that gives security and guarantees pride.  

The 'option to water' falls as an innate right vested in people who either get that directly by 

responsibility for or in the flow situation all the more fittingly are vested with an enthusiasm 

for it by methods for the state being its trustee. The water that is broadly accessible wherever 

is possessed by all people and the general population has a directly over it, however, the 

water that is perfect or appropriate to use for drinking and other homegrown uses additionally 

have certain cases for rights. What's more, however, there is an aggregate directly over all the 

water assets of the nation, the accessibility of water is dependent upon the dissemination of it 

by the administration.  

It should likewise be noticed that water can likewise be private property. In situations when 

one burrows a well on his property or buys water or by some other methods privatizes water, 

it is no longer in the area of open assets, however, its exchange just as burrowing of wells and 

bore wells is controlled by the state.7 

Option to water being correct which requires a framework is hard to give to all residents. In 

this way, on the off chance that it is made a crucial right, every individual is qualified for it 

and can move toward the court for a cure in the event that such right isn't allowed to him. 

Because of this, for quite a while, the option to clean water was excluded as a key right, yet 

ongoing decisions of the court have changed this talk.8  

V. RIGHT TO WATER V. RIGHT TO CLEAN WATER-A FUNDAMENTAL RIGHT 

The right to life incorporates making a domain for individuals that is protected and where 

individuals can develop and carry on with a satisfying life. This implies they ought to 

comprehensively create and ought to be given sustenance, clean air, clean water, training, and 

so forth for their endurance just as food. Article 21 of the Constitution of India expresses that 

'no individual will be denied of the right to life along with the basic liberty of a person aside 

from as per the system formed by law'. This was deciphered by the court to incorporate the 

qualification of residents to get sheltered drinking water (consumable water) in the Bandhua 

                                                      
7 ibid 
8 ibid 
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Mukti Morcha vs Association of India9 Case where the Petitioner was 'an association 

devoted to the reason for the arrival of fortified workers'. By different reviews, it was 

discovered that few workers in these mines were traveler laborers from different States in 

India who were 'fortified workers.' They were living in states of outrageous destitution. The 

mine proprietors didn't furnish them with cover, clean drinking water, lavatories or clinical 

offices, and so forth because of the equivalent, the solicitor recorded a PIL under Article 32 

of the Constitution. The Supreme Court, by expressing that there is no uncertainty that 

unadulterated drinking water is significant to the wellbeing and government assistance of the 

laborers and some authority must be liable for giving it, inferred the idea of the right to 'solid 

condition' as a major aspect of the Right to life. 

The Court as of late repeated again that 'the option to admittance to clean drinking water is 

central to life and there is an obligation on the state under Article 21 to give clean drinking 

water to its residents'. The State is compelled by a solemn obligation not exclusively to give 

satisfactory drinking water yet, in addition, to shield water sources from contamination and 

infringement. It was held by the court that 'Any demonstration of the State that permits 

contamination of water body 'must be treated as self-assertive and in opposition to the open 

intrigue and infringing upon the option to clean water under Article 21'.10 

Hohfeldian Analysis  

As per Wesley Newcomb Hohfeld, there are eight fundamental categories to examine law 

which are correct, obligation, invulnerability, incapacity, benefit, no-right, force, and risk. 

These groups are represented by their communication with one another, which can be 

correlatives, inconsistencies, and alternate extremes. With a right, comes a relating 

obligation. This implies on the off chance that individual A has a right, at that point 

individual B must have an obligation towards individual A to guarantee that he can practice 

his right. On account of the Right to water, there should be a relating obligation. As observed 

through the Public Trust Doctrine, the privilege dwells with general society thus the 

obligation lies with the state.11 

The state must, in this manner, guarantee that the general population can practice their correct 

that implies that the general population approaches to water and accessibility to water. In 

                                                      
9 (1997) 10 SCC 549 
10 Diganth Raj Sehgal, "Right to Clean Water as a Fundamental Right", 

https://www.google.com/amp/s/blog.ipleaders.in/right-to-clean-water/amp/ accessed 8th Sep 2020 
11 Nikolai Lazarev, "Hohfeld’s Analysis of Rights: An Essential Approach to a Conceptual and Practical 

Understanding of the Nature of Rights", http://classic.austlii.edu.au/au/journals/MurUEJL/2005/9.html 

8th Sep 2020 
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Subhash Kumar v State of Bihar12 the Supreme Court held that 'the option to live 

incorporates the privilege of delight in contamination-free water and air for full satisfaction 

throughout everyday life. On the off chance that anything jeopardizes or weakens that 

personal satisfaction in discrediting of laws, a resident has the option to have a response to 

Article 32 of the Constitution for eliminating the contamination of water or air which might 

be inconvenient to the personal satisfaction'. By this judgment and numerous others, the court 

put an obligation on the state to guarantee the privileges of the residents were ensured. 

Further, a noteworthy judgment of the Kerala High Court in 1990 in Attakoya Thangal v. 

Association of India13 perceived the essential significance of the option to water. For this 

situation, the applicants guaranteed that a plan for siphoning up groundwater for providing 

consumable water to the Laccadives (presently known as the Lakshadweep Islands) in the 

Arabian Sea would disturb the new water harmony, prompting saltiness in the accessible 

water assets and causing more long haul hurt than momentary advantages. The Kerala High 

Court, in its judgment, mentioned further examination and checking of the plan, and the 

adjudicator unmistakably perceived the privilege of individuals to clean water as a privilege 

to life revered in Article 21, seeing that:  

"… the managerial organization can't be allowed to work in such a way as to make advances 

into the essential right under Art 21. The privilege of life is considerably more than a 

privilege to creature presence and its qualities are complex, like life itself. Prioritization of 

human needs and another worth framework has been perceived in these zones. The option to 

sweet water and the option to free air is ascribed of the privilege to life, for these are simply 

the fundamental components that continue life." 

Pani Haq Samiti, compared this judgment with a noteworthy achievement in their battle for 

the option to water and recollected the 1927 water Stayagraha by Dr. Babasaheb Ambedkar at 

Chavdar Lake in Mahad to permit Dalits admittance to water.14 

VI. JOINING RIGHT TO SAFE DRINKING WATER  

The judicial bodies have  advanced basic option to water, such a privilege isn't expressly 

                                                      
12 1991 AIR 420, 1991 SCR (1) 5. 
13 (1990) KLT, 580 
14 ayna Kothari, "The Right to Water: A Constitutional Perspective" 

https://www.google.com/search?sxsrf=ALeKk00WIGI-YuQxqZyK3PU_t-

cmCUBElg%3A1599589289845&source=hp&ei=qctXX8K8MZzEz7sP1NuS4AI&q=right+to+get+water&oq=

right+&gs_lcp=ChFtb2JpbGUtZ3dzLXdpei1ocBABGAAyBAgjECcyBAgjECcyBAgjECcyBQgAELEDMgUI

ABCxAzICCAAyBQgAELEDMgUIABCxAzoHCCMQ6gIQJzoFCAAQkQI6CAguELEDEIMBOgcIABCxAx

BDOggIABCxAxCRAlCPSFieUGDvZmgCcAB4AIAB7wKIAbMOkgEFMi0zLjOYAQCgAQGwAQ8&sclien

t=mobile-gws-wiz-hp accessed 8th Sep 2020 
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fused under the Constitution of India. The nearest that we came to legitimately joining this 

privilege was the point at which the Public Commission that inspected the Constitution 

suggested in its report in 2002 that another Article 30D be embedded in the Constitution 

along these lines: 'Each individual will have the right—(a) to safe drinking water. That 

suggestion of the Public Commission repeated what the higher courts have been holding in 

comparative words in the previous not many years. In that sense, one may contend that the 

Public Commission was simply perceiving prior right, not making another one. By one way 

or another, the said suggestion of the Public Commission that evaluated the Constitution is 

considered as similar to the Commission's Report itself which has certain suggestions and is 

gathering dust in New Delhi. The certainty that it was the National Democratic Alliance 

(NDA) Government at the inside which had established the National Commission—and 

which before long left the administration following the accommodation of the Report—has 

not made a difference. Indeed, even while perceiving that water is a state subject, and 

equipped for bringing out seriously political and emotive responses, a public agreement in 

expressly consolidating a central option to water may not be slippery. The right to the 

instruction of a kid from 6–14 years age is a judicially developed right which has been 

expressly joined as a key right under new Article 21A of the Constitution of India. There is 

no motivation behind why drinking water being more principal than even basic instruction—

and comparably judicially circumstanced as training—ought not to follow the equivalent 

route. There is another valid justification with respect to why an expressly perceived and 

well-defined option to water needs to locate an immediate passage into the Constitution of 

India. Part 10 of this Report calls attention to, different cases under the watchful eye of the 

courts confirm that the principal basic freedom to water is entrenched. However, the real 

substance of the privilege has not been expounded upon in legal choices. This has 

additionally implied that the legal reaction to specific cases on infringement of the option to 

water can be adhoc. Indeed, even in the cases examined over, a more intensive glance at the 

decisions can uncover separation points. Take, for instance, the 2002 case in the High Court 

of Andhra Pradesh. The High Court said that the privilege of safe drinking water is a central 

right and 'can't be denied to residents even on the ground of scarcity of assets'. Th en 

repudiated itself. The judgment additionally says that however, the state is under a 

commitment to give in any event drinking water to every one of its residents, 'the restricted 

accessibility of water assets just as financial assets can't be overlooked. 

The Court could have completely pronounced that the state's inability to give safe drinking 

water was illegal. In any case, the appointed authority felt that to issue such a course would 
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be just 'idealistic'. The is legal uncertainty clarifies why the rights system in the nation will in 

general be a privilege without a cures system. In the above case, while the court stopped 

making an all-out presentation, it could state clean water is a key right simply because of the 

delicate idea of the usable headings it at last made. Water Supply and Local Self Governance 

in a Rights—Obligation Framework. In expansion to the Constitutional space for a basic right 

of water, different spaces significant for water rights and the executives are Parts IX and IXA 

of the Constitution consolidated by the now well known 73rd what's more, 74th Amendments 

to the Constitution of India that were brought into effect in 1993. The 73rd Amendment of 

the Constitution had projected a Constitutional basis on all the state governments to think of a 

proper Panchayat Raj Act itemizing significant equitable devolution of capacities, 

functionaries, and assets. Specifically, it engages states to supply panchayats with such 

powers and position to empower them to work as foundations of self-government and 

proceeds to list 'Drinking Water', 'Water Management', Minor Irrigation', and Watershed 

Development' as subjects under the ward of panchayats. In a comparative vein, the 74th 

Amendment to the Constitution of India perceives neighborhood self-administration as an 

enforceable ideal and obliges the state governments to establish urban nearby bodies 

('ULBs'). The 74th Amendment likewise requires that 'the Legislature of a State may, by law, 

enrich the Municipalities with such powers and authority as might be important to empower 

them to work as foundations of self-government'.The 'matters that might be depended' to the 

Municipalities incorporate 'Water gracefully for homegrown, mechanical and business 

purposes', among others. Both the 73rd and 74th Amendments to the Constitution motivated 

changes in the current state-level panchayats, city company, and city board laws to align them 

with the command under the Constitutional Amendments. It is imperative to comprehend 

these restored state laws in a rights–commitment system. To take one model from state law, 

note the arrangements of the Hyderabad Municipal Corporation Act, 1955 which gives that. 

As per Section 112 (17), the Corporation will make satisfactory arrangements for the 

administration and support of all city waterworks and the development and securing of new 

works vital for a sufficient flexibly of water for open and private purposes'.Section 115 

provides that this arrangement is under the head named 'Matters to be given by the 

Corporation' as recognized from 'Matters which might be given by Corporation at its 

prudence' and in this way it is a 'required obligation' of the Corporation. Deciphering this 

compulsory obligation of a Municipal Enterprise in a comparatively worded 'equal segment' 

in the Bombay Provincial Municipal Corporation Act, 1949 the Gujarat High Court had 

stated: It is accordingly evident that it is a required obligation of the Corporation to make 
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sufficient strides for sufficient flexibly of water for open and private purposes inside the 

metropolitan territory. As such the Corporation can't deny the resident the essential comfort 

of flexibly of water which is given to all different inhabitants as indicated by its 

arrangements. The mandatory obligation is coordinated towards the administration, support, 

and procurement of water attempts to guarantee a sufficient gracefully of water.15 

This case  Gautam Uzir & Anr. V. Gauhati Municipal Corp16 basically deals with the 

shortage and the uncleanness of drinking water in the town of Guwahati, Assam it was 

reported that the municipal corporation is responsible for providing adequate drinking water. 

In this case, M.C. Mehta v. Kamal Nath17  court noted that 'our legal framework, based on 

the common law of England, incorporates the doctrine of public trust as part of its 

jurisprudence. The State shall be the trustee of all-natural resources which, by default, are 

intended for public use and enjoyment. The public at large is the beneficiary of the seashore, 

flowing rivers, climate, forests, and ecologically sensitive property. The State as a trustee 

shall have a legal responsibility to protect natural resources. These tools, intended for the 

welfare of the people, can not be used converted into private property. 

WHO in the Health Cluster and UNICEF in the Nutrition and WASH (Water, 

Sanitation and Hygiene) gave certain guidelines - 

(1) to elevate new ways to deal with network training, strengthening, investment, and 

mindfulness creation including effectively their pioneers and common society, with the end 

goal of having an explicit effect, especially on ladies, kids, youth, indigenous individuals and 

powerless and the most unfortunate individuals, recognizing and empowering great practices;  

(2) to guarantee that public wellbeing procedures add to the acknowledgment of water-and 

disinfection related Millennium Development Goals while coming in help to the dynamic 

acknowledgment of the common liberty to water and sterilization that entitles everybody, 

without  

separation, to water and disinfection that is adequate, sheltered, satisfactory, truly open  

also, reasonable for individual and homegrown employments;18 

(3) to reinforce the intersectoral strategy structures and institutional instruments for 

                                                      
15 Video Upadhyay, "Water Rights and the ‘New’ Water Laws in India Emerging Issues and Concerns in a 

Rights-Based Perspective" 
16 1999 (3) GLT 110. 
17 M.C. Mehta (n 10) 
18 )Human rights and access to safe drinking water and sanitation, Human Right Council, 

https://www.unwater.org/water-facts/human-rights/ accessed 8th Sep 2020 
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incorporated administration of water-and disinfection related wellbeing dangers and dangers, 

including wellbeing sway appraisal, key expansion of drinking-water and sterilization 

frameworks and  

administrations, and ecological administration to secure wellbeing in water assets and 

wastewater  

the executive's ventures; 

(4)to prepare their endeavors, in the conference with respective and multilateral accomplices 

and in close coordination with dependable nearby specialists,  

(5)to organize and actualize the decrease of incongruities which exist between urban, 

periurban and country zones as respects admittance to drinking-water at home just as from 

other improved sources, improved disinfection offices what's more, cleanliness;  

(6) to offer suitable offices for admittance to safe drinking-water, disinfection, and 

handwashing with cleanser in medical care foundations, schools, and other open structures 

and settings, just as promotion and preparing instruments on safe water, disinfection, and 

cleanliness rehearses for the individuals who work and utilize these foundations;  

(7) to improve participation between the proper specialists and partners, remembering for 

transboundary settings, to set up, actualize and keep up productive frameworks for surveying 

water quality, consistently imparting significant, effectively available data and reacting to 

water quality issues19 

VII. HUMAN RIGHTS AND ACCESS TO SAFE DRINKING WATER AND SANITATION 

A further need is there to reviews the report of the United Nations High Commissioner for 

Common freedoms on the degree and substance of the significant basic liberties 

commitments identified with fair admittance to safe drinking water and sterilization under 

global common freedoms instruments, submitted compliant with Council choice 2/104 of 27 

November 2006. There is a requirement to select, for a time of three years, a free master on 

the issue of common freedoms commitments identified with admittance to safe drinking 

water and disinfection, whose undertakings will be:  

(a) To build up an exchange with Governments, the significant United Nations bodies, the 

private part, neighborhood specialists, public basic liberties establishments, common society 

associations, and scholastic establishments, to distinguish, advance and trade see on best 

practices identified with admittance to safe drinking water and disinfection, and, in that 

                                                      
19 ibid 
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respect, to set up an abstract of best practice.20 

(b) To propel the work by embraced an examination, in participation with and mirroring the 

perspectives on Governments and pertinent United Nations bodies, and in further 

participation with the private segment, nearby specialists, public basic liberties 

establishments, common society associations, and scholastic organizations, on the further 

explanation of the substance of common liberties commitments, including non-separation  

commitments, according to admittance to safe drinking water and sterilization; 

c) To make proposals that could help the acknowledgment of the thousand years 

Development Goals, specifically of Goal 7;  

(d) To apply a sexual orientation viewpoint, including through the ID of sexual orientation 

explicit weaknesses;  

(e) To work in close coordination, while staying away from pointless duplication, with other 

extraordinary systems and auxiliary organs of the Council, pertinent United Nations bodies, 

and the deal bodies, and considering the perspectives on different partners, including 

pertinent territorial common freedoms systems, public common liberties establishments, 

common society associations, and scholastic establishments;21 

VIII. THE EMERGING GROUNDWATER LAW REGIME 

In the Twenty-fifth century, the third legislatively involved field in the last decade has been 

groundwater. In the last ten years or so, only a few countries in India have implemented 

unique groundwater regulations. These laws apply to restricted areas, have narrow functions 

and are usually excluded from the law have restricted functions and, generally speaking, 

suffer from a 

Low implementation standard. Most of them appear to include: a limit on the depth of 

wells/bore wells/tube wells and 

(ii) the establishment of groundwater management and safety areas, in particular around 

drinking water sources. In general, the execution of those provisions, and all measures to be 

taken pursuant to those Acts, rested with the provisions of the Act. 

The execution of those provisions, and all measures to be taken pursuant to those Acts, 

usually rested with the district collector with no particular role for the institutions at the 

village/community level. The 'new' laws of the decade maintain all these essential features. 

                                                      
20 ibid 
21 ibid 
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The Karnataka Ground Water (Regulation for the Safety of Drinking Water Sources) Act, 

1999; The Kerala Ground Water (Control and Regulation) Act, 2002; The Andhra Pradesh 

Water, Land, and Trees Act, 2002; The West Bengal Ground Water Resources (Management, 

Control, and Regulation) Act, 2005; The Himachal Pradesh Ground Water (Regulation and 

Control of Development and Management) Act, 2005.22 

The main feature of these laws is that they establish a state-level groundwater authority, 

Himachal Pradesh Ground Water (Regulation), and the Production and Management Control 

Act, 2005 also includes several valuable additional provisions. For eg, the Act provides that 

any user of groundwater in a notified area shall pay a royalty to the State Government for the 

extraction of groundwater. Moreover, those who have groundwater and that irrigate less than 

one hectare of land, it doesn't matter whether it's owned or leased or both, are exempt from 

paying royalties. In addition, the Authority can take initiatives to upgrade the situation of 

groundwater, define areas for groundwater recharge, and provide a series of guidelines for the 

adoption of rainwater harvesting for groundwater recharge in those areas..23  

IX. CONCLUSION 

Here in India, there is a requirement to press the right to provide the right of access to water. 

Configuration and configuration Regulation of this right is important, as it is also dependent 

on the resources available to guarantee the right. Social and economic rights, such as the right 

to water, are notoriously politically sensitive, because their successful production allows the 

political branches to change their allocation of capital, often at a highly centralized stage, in 

response to judicial guidelines. At last, the governments, international relief agencies, non-

governmental organizations and local communities should work to ensure that all citizens 

have a basic water provision and that water is guaranteed as a human right. 

***** 

                                                      
22 Supra Note-14 
23 ibid 


